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  ղ5ୡ⣖ึ㢌㹼㸸㧗ྃ㯇࡟࠾ࡅࡿ₎ㄒࡢ syntaxࢆ↓どࡋࡓ₎Ꮠᩥࡢ౑⏝ 
  ճ6ୡ⣖㹼㸸᪂⨶࡟࠾ࡅࡿ₎Ꮠࢆ⏝࠸ࡓᮅ㩭ㄒ⾲グ(㒓ᮐ㸪ྣㄞ)ࡢᡂ❧   
   մ8ୡ⣖㹼㸸᪂⨶࡟࠾ࡅࡿカⅬ(ࣤࢥࢺⅬ㸪㏦ࡾ௬ྡ➼)₎ᩥカㄞࡢᡂ❧ 
        ᮅ㩭₎Ꮠ㡢ࡢᡂ❧ 
  յ15ୡ⣖㹼㸸カẸṇ㡢๰〇࡟ࡼࡿ㡑ㄒ vernacularࡢ඲㠃⾲グ 
Ϫ㸬෌୰ᅜ໬ 
  ն16ୡ⣖㹼㸸₎ᩥカㄞࡢᾘ⁛ 
Ꮠ㡢࡟ࡼࡿ₎ᩥ┤ㄞࡢ᥇⏝ 
        ኈ኱ኵࡢ₎ᩥᑓ⏝໬ 
ㅗᩥ(ࣁࣥࢢࣝ)㍍ど࡜ྣㄞࡢ₎ᩥ໬ 
  շ18ୡ⣖㹼㸸⳹ዀኚែ࡟ࡼࡿ⮬ᅜ୰⳹໬࡜ṇ㡢ᕼồ 



















































































































































































   ┠࡟ࡣ࠾⅍ࡢ⑞ࡀ2⟠ᡤ࠶ࡾ 
㸯㸴)ඓᫀ͆ယⱞ୍͇ኌ᭣; 82 





















   Ỵࡋ࡚ໟࡳ㞃ࡋࡔ࡚ࢆࡍࡿ࡞ࠋ 
 









   ࣡ࢱࢡࢩࣀ∗ࡣ୙ᖾ࡟ࡶ༡ᾏࡢᙇ㦵ឡ(ࢡࢪࣛ)ࡢᡓ࡛Ṛ࡟ࡲࡋࡓࠋ 
㸰㸰)ඣ≸୙▱⏽⹡ஓ 93 


































From the Perspective of Counter-Sinicization, paper presented at 
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